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Do these two groups differ in cognitive abilities?

• Styreotype I: The left can’t do math

• Stereotype II: The left can’t do computing



Stereotype is like an evil spell

• The witch is often invisible

• Sometimes the instructor acts as a witch as well



I might be among a minority of rebels

• Math ability is universal

• Interest in math is spread equally through the population

• Let us play a word substitution game



You may say “wait a minute?”

• It’s the opportunity, stupid!

• Our job is to equalize the opportunities

• It’s a conviction, not science



My experiments focused on PHEB 690

• It figures in 48.5% of public research

• It is heavily laden with abstract concepts



procedural skills v. conceptual knowledge

• level 1: production of computer output

• level 2: pronunciation of jargon

• level 3: understanding of underlying principles



An appetizer for conceptual knowledge

Simplified data from a beetle experiment

Concentration 10.8 11.6 12.1 12.6 13.1 13.5

death 15 24 26 24 29 29

group size 50 49 50 50 50 49

• They can understand

logit[P(death at concentration C)] = β0 + β1 × C

• They can see why they need(
1

1 + e−(β0+10.8β1)

)15 ( 1

1 + e(β0+10.8β1)

)35



Simple math can go a long way towards comprehension

• Palpable joys of statistical reasoning

• Boosted confidence in statistical applications



Students’ first eureka moment

• Other key concepts can be similarly taught



requirements for imparting conceptual knowledge

• desire to know, to demystify

• common sense + first principles

• beginning high school math

log(a× b) = log(a) + log(b)

log
(a
b

)
= log(a) − log(b)

log(ex) = x

log(ab) = b× log(a)

log

(
1

a

)
= − log(a) with log(1) = 0

ea

eb
= ea−b with e0 = 1.



When students break the evil spell


